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ABSTRACT
The following report is the compilation of important information on the current context
of mental health diseases with an emphasis on Europe, and especially Spain. This, in
order to design a product that helps to promote meditation training as a tool for the
treatment of psychiatric disorders such as stress, anxiety, and depression.

The document aims to discuss some already exist data in meditation studies and how it
can be applied to a design project. In order to validated and improve the values of the
final product from a technology perspective some other projects related to the subject
will be mention. The main goal of this final product is to find an innovative and creative
way to share knowledge about meditation and contribute to individual and collective
wellbeing. Finally, the result of this research is the creation of a product that was created
to be a partner who has the mission of mitigated the loneliness feeling, guide and
support users in meditation training while overcoming psychologists and psychiatric
alterations. Key Words: Design / Depression / Anxiety /Stress /Human Flourishing /
Meditation /Well-being.
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SECTION 1. Introduction
1.1 Context
Nowadays and thanks to technological advances, we have immediate access to
information and to almost everything. Development of internet has led us to create a
world in which the physical reality we used to know is being transform by virtuallity
(Robert , y otros, 1998) . The challenge seems to be to find the way in which the human
and the virtual coexist. Today is possible to meet someone, have friends, attend lectures,
workshops, work meetings. Make payments, purchases, affiliations, among others, all of
these just with a finger tap. This conception of immediacy affects us socially but also at
work and family. Responsibilities increase and need to be attended as soon as possible.

Somehow, we are all connected and we have the idea of immediacy more latent than
ever. People is constantly overwhelmed by the number of situations that actually demand
attention from us; stress, worries, negative thoughts and the high demand from family,
social live and work create an environment where people is getting ill. Today, women
between 30 and 49 years old are suffering a chronic disease (Ilstedt Hjelm, 2004)
It is important to mention that, distance and time are constantly being redefined because
of the internet (Robert , et al., 1998) and the way it connects us all. However, we feel
more distance and lonely than ever (Puig, 2017). The chart below (F.1) is a diagram from
a study realized on 1998 on how access to technology changed the home behavior. It
will show the logic of implications technology have on variables that affect the wellbeing.
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Figure 1 Internet use on psycological well-being.

Humans are social beings; we need each other in order to grow and more importantly
to exist, but we also need to attend us inside. The actual world is constantly
demanding for our attention saturating us with tasks and responsibilities.
Society is driving us to focus on respond to the outside noise more than inside needs.
As consequence, we feel empty. There is a thought and belief of loneliness many of us,
at least once in a life, could have (Ibid). The graphic below will illustrated the result of
(Robert , et al., 1998) study in relation with the use of internet at home and the effects
on the loneliness feeling (F.2).

Figure 2Internet Use and its influence on loneliness
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Every second a woman and one of a four men will, sometime in their lives, suffer from
depression (Ilstedt Hjelm, 2004). This idea/belief/though lead in many psychological
disorders affecting us emotionally as well as physically. Studies that measure the total
amount or ill health population have found that mental problems are an important a
probably the largest cause of functional disability (Brey, 2015).
Actually, depression and anxiety are the most popular mental disorders; more than 300
millions of people around the glove have depression (Ministerio de Sanidad, 2017). The
next table (F.3) shows evidence of population reporting chronical depression in 2017 just
in Europe. The population sample was divided by age to be studied and EU countries,
Portugal report the highest indicator (20,7%) of chronical depression between people in
an interval of 65 to 74 years old whereas Iceland the highest between young population.
In contrast Romania report just 2,4% for people between 65 to 74 years old and 0.4% in
people between 15 to 24 years old.

Figure 3 Population of Chronic depression people in Europe
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The world health organization says that depression will probably be the main reason of
work related as well as functional disabilities amongst adults. Additionlly, studies around
mental health disorders (communities, 2005) (Ilstedt Hjelm, 2004) in the society agreed
that mental health problems are the “larges cause of functional disability”.

This mental state has serious social implications not just in the patient but also in their
families. It has being argue that depression is the disease of the future (Ibid), in Spain
during the lock down and due to the actual situation (Covid-19), the mental health care
emergency phone number called ¨La línea de la esperanza¨ increase its number of help
calls in 45% “El Teléfono de la Esperanza ha atendido durante el estado de alarma
47.401 llamadas, a una meda de 474 diarias, la mayoría por problemas relacionados con
la soledad, miedo al contagio y al paro, crisis de ansiedad y depresivas, conflictos
derivados de la convivencia familiar o dificultades de personas con un problema previo
de salud mental” (Redaccion, 2020 ) showing how people is being emotionally and
psychologically touch by the actual context. As a consequence, the heath sector has
been obligated to invest part of its budget to cover the costs of treat these diseases.
(Ediziones, 2019)
However, due to the dissatisfaction towards modern medicine and the impact mental
diseases are having in the society and directly in people`s health, alternative forms of
medicine have become popular the last years. For this reason, scientific researches on
the benefits of a regular practice of meditation techniques are getting popular
(Thibodeaux & Rossano, 2018). It has been found that specifically transcendental
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meditation1, mindfulness meditation2, and meditation in movement as Qigong3 are
effective practices to complement psychological disorders treatments.
Apart of this, innovation and technology developments (I.T.D) have managed to create
the possibility of design virtual tools that helps people start practicing by itself , as well
as adopt better habits, reinforce the positiveness and have a better lifestyle (Chittaro &
Vianello, 2016). Also, I.T.D has made possible to create a positive virtual environment
in which positive design can perform. Through the years the concept of design has being
understood from different possible perspectives that have in common the purpose of
solving problems in a creative way.
Creativity help us to conceive the ideas in a different and innovative way, same when it
comes to give solutions. Positive design is the way in which we conceive the design as
important tool to contribute to human flourishment4, which is in few words a positive
state of mind (Nussbaum, 2018) There is a special connection between technology,
innovation, design and health, together they can create many ways in which humans can
heal and have a better quality of life working towards the wellbeing.
This memory aims to show the research in the process of designing an object that serves
as a means to share knowledge about meditation. Future users are expected to have
access to the meditative experience and its benefits while training their brains to achieve
a flourishment state of mind.

Meditation Buddhism technic trough the personal mantras repetition.
Meditation based in the consciousness of the present moment.
3
Activiti which integrate body, movement, attention and breathing.
4
Positive set of mind achievement.
1
2
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1.2 Research questions
•
•

•

Could positive design influence the behavior of people?
How from a design perspective could I propose an innovative tool to share
knowledge and contribute (socially) serving people in them own way to achieve
well-being?
Could Ommie Hommie be understanding as an object to promote meditation and
to prevent stress diseases and psychologic alterations?

1.3 Research Goals
•
•
•

Create a product/gadget/object that is a mate who works like a charm or totem
to remains people they’re not alone.
Propose the design of a product that involve technologies an innovation system
to give users real data about the progress.
Develop the concept from a positive design perspective to promote meditation
and human flourishment towards wellbeing.

1.4 Principal Hypothesis
•
•

The positive design allows us to propose creative solutions to real social
problems as mental health disorders and diseases.
A constant meditation practice can be a way to prevent and overcome
depression, anxiety

1.5 Structure of the document
The text begins with a look at theoretical concepts as: depression, positive design,
human flourishment and meditation. This followed by the state of the art, given the
reader an idea of what have be done previously. The fourth chapter is a description of
the methodology. The fifth is the presentation of the business plan as well as the first
prototype and finally, and analysis of the whole process; the learnings, the difficulties
and the conclusions.
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SECTION 2. Literature Review
2.1 Depression and its contemporary context
Among many health concerns, depression, anxiety, self-harm and suicide are one of the
social threats of the future world. More than 3oo millions of people around the globe
have depression (EFE, 2019). In Spain, population aged 15 and over reported a
prevalence of ¨some mental illness¨. According to the most recent report from The
Ministry of health consumption and social welfare, 10.8% of Spanish population have a
mental illness, 7,2% men and 14,2% women (Ministerio de Sanidad, 2017). A statistically
projection has shown that the more aged, percentage will increase. The proportion
seems to be one in four women from 75 years old will be diagnostic with a mental health
disorder.
The next chart (F.4) represents the presence of a mental health ill in population by gender
and age segmentation. It shows that the number of people from 55 years old to 85 or
more, can increase significally in a 40 % of people in their 45. The most representative
change is from woman.

Figure 4 Population with mental health diseases in Spain.
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To contrast, the highest number of people with mental disorders in Unite States is in
their early 18s. The study was run between February 2001 and April 2003. It was a mental
health face to face survey structured by the World Mental Health Organization; nine
thousand eighty-two 18 years old English were part of the study. It shows that, at least
once in their life, the responders experiment a mental health disorder, usually in early
years (childhood or adolescence). The most prevalent disorders were depression with a
16.6% and 28.8% for Anxiety. (Kessler, Berglud, & Demler, 2005)
It is widely accepted that depression is a serious illness that affect negatively the person
mood, way of thinking and way of acting (Ediziones, 2019) . It causes a deep feeling of
sadness or a sense of loss of interest on activities the patient used to enjoy. In addition,
it can produce emotional and physical problems affecting the work performance and the
person behavior at home.

In Europe, is one of the most important and serious health problems. In the chart below
(F.5), is clearly that on 2014 just Portugal reported that 17.5% of women population, as
in Iceland suffer from chronic depression. In contrast, it shows that in men episodes
where less than in women but also that the percentage of Portuguese men were
extremely low (5%) in comparison with Icelandic men (12,5). This data also shows how
depression is a variable that could also be related to the social, economic environment
and countries developments.

For that reason, its prevention plan is being guide by the green paper of European
commissioning and consider an important element to measure social, economic, and
cultural developments indicators. Some of the solutions come to school approaches to
life skills and prevention of bullying, workplace reduce stress activities and
implementation of physical activities in older people (Explained, 2020).
15

In 2004 the commission (communities, 2005) analyzed depression and its effects on the
public health and the economic systems. In the report was highlighted that public
campaigns and public raising against depression and mental disorders could encourage
people to seek for help, and decrease negative social effects as stigma and
discrimination. As for citizens mental health allow them to realize in a successful way
their emotional and intellectual potential to find their social, school, work and life roles.

Figure 5 Population which Chronic depression

It is important to highlight that; mental ill health have a negative impact on economics
as produce a high cost in addition to burdens a loss for the government but also the
citizens. Finally, a good mental health indicator in citizens, and an actual data
improvement may contribute to prosperity and social justice.

2.2 Stress and its affections
Stress is an essential and necessary response from the body to survival situations.
However, due to the actual context has been one of the biggest causes of illness in the
last decade. The demands of today’s world plus all the tasks and expectations that are
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placed on us at socially, work and family context affect our behavior. As a result, the
feeling of not being able to response to specific events increase and become stress. The
problem about stress is when people do not know how to manage it and became
chronical. At this point stress can undermine a person’s mental and physical health
becoming harmful (Felman, 2020)

Stress is a natural response of the body to a danger situation; the body produce what
needed either stay and confront the situation or get away the safety and fast as possible.
In 2018, According to an American Psychological Association in 2018 the average stress
level was 4.9 on a scale of 1 to 10. This study reveals that the most relevant causes of
stress among this population were work tasks and money responsibilities.

According to (Nabi, Kivimäki, Batty, Shipley, & Britton, 2013) persons will react to
difficult situation in many different ways and it will determine the effect of stress on
health. Sometimes something positive and enjoyable could be really stressful as people
need to put and extra effort or the situation demands and adaptation to changes.
As the reasons of stress could be many and the respond of each body is completely
different, there is no precisely information in how it can affect the body functionality.
However, there are studies (Nabi, Kivimäki, Batty, Shipley, & Britton, 2013) that shows
the implications stress have for the immune system, the level of blood pressure, the level
of glucose, the condition of the muscles, body pains and digestive system affections
among others.
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This scenario let us understand the reason which stress is link, as well as mental disorders,
to healthcare problems. The medicine blog of Medical News published that 30 % of all
diseases are related to stress: insomnia, decrease in the functioning of immune system,
increase the co-agulation of blood, stroke, depression, fatigue among others.
Finally, in order to prevent illness and drive the population to achieve the well-being, it
is important to learn how to overcome the stressors5 in our daily life. There have been
some studies that argue people who have access to internet tent to have more stressors
than people who have not (Robert , et al., 1998). For the propose of this memory I will
just mention the method of meditation and control breathing which will be explain in
chapter 2.4. For further information about this subject visit the link in the footnote6.
2.3 Brief explanation of Positive design for well-being
It is widely accepted that positive design focused its efforts on creating objects from the
notion of achievement well-being. Positive design tends to correlate its principles
(structural features, capabilities, affordances) with the positive effects the artifact have
being used by a particular user in a particular situation (Brey, 2015).

Apart from that, it is important to mention that well- being is not happiness either the
absent of bad moments or feelings. Well-being is a state in which mind, body and soul
are in balance as well as the relation within the environment circumstances. The person
is able to be comfortable with the situation that is going through despite its nature.
To what extent positive design has a positive impact in users and has a specific solution
for a specific problem. It has been argued that design should be understood as a tool

5
6

Stress factors. Can be internal or external
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/145855#types.
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(Ilstedt Hjelm, 2004) to improve people live and drive them to the better. This is an
ethical design that take values into account and aims to promote them. Well-being is a
value but the design object will not bring well-being by itself (Brey, 2015) (Maeda, 2017)
(Sato, Japanese designer Oki Sato on his playful approach to design, 2019) Rather, is to
give the object to a particular public in a particular circumstance or context and the use
of it will tent to claim for well-being.

According to (Ilstedt Hjelm, 2004) and (M. A. Desmet & E. Pohlmeyer, 2013) well-being
is the presence of pleasure in all areas of life. For instance, a good life would be the one
in which the actions enhance well-being and is full of pleasant feelings over the painful
ones (Brey, 2015).Positive design also take into account the way in which designers can
put a value in something that already exists and provide to the user a complete new
experiences changing the meaning of the routine.

To summarized, it is important to high light that the pleasure and the interactive factors
are relevant for positive design to work properly and achieve the well-being of the user
or community. In the particular case of this project, the design was inspired by a real
mental health disease that is threatening the actual society.

2.4 Brief explanation of human flourishing
The term of human flourishing is commonly confused by people with happiness.
However, it is much more than that, it is the development and implementation of a
positive mindset that helps people to go through any kind of situation in a positive way
(Nussbaum, 2018). The term has its origins in the philosophy of Aristotle who argues that
human flourishing should be the aim of existence. To flourishing is the process in which
people is able to manage the emotions, the thoughts and the relations positively.
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2.5 Meditation
There is a mental training that allows humans to improve their psychological capacities,
such as attention and emotion self-regulation. The benefits to do so have been
researching in neuroscience the lasts decades (Goldin, 2009). This training is known as
meditation.

Meditation practices have been associated to a specific spiritual belief but its benefits
go beyond that. Recent studies have shown that a regular practice of meditation produce
a brain activation in a rest state and on specific (Khoury & Lecomte, 2013)tasks. Also,
researchers have identified changes in different aspects of mental function including
decreased of stress levels, concentration improvement, positive changes on blood
pressure and the reduction of anxiety and depression symptoms among others. (Goldin,
2009)

Resent technology developments and innovative ideas in different areas such as music
and video games industry have created real and digital environments to facilitated the
experience of meditation to others while mental health diseases. Besides, a compilation
of data shows (Teper & Inzlicht, 2013) the effectiveness of mindfulness meditation
practices to overcome stress, depression and anxiety disorders. According to (Khoury &
Lecomte, 2013) a mindfulness-based therapy is moderately to largely effective as
complement of a psychiatric alteration as anxiety or depression.
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SECTION 3. State of the Art
It is widely accepted that well-being is a priority for us in the contemporary world. There
are different forms to approach to the problem to overcome stress and its health
consequences. In this section I will describe what has been done in the subject of design,
technology, innovation, meditation and well-being.

3.1 Muse
Muse is a head-band device that transforms brain waves into the sound of water. when
the slings are altered the sound is louder, when the brain slings are calming the sounds
too. What the sound does is to relax the user in their meditative practice while keeping
the person in the present moment.

It seeks to support users who want to improve the quality of sleep, combat stress and
have more energy. Muse is designed to be synchronized with an application that allows
users to see the progress from the first time of its use. It has an option to personalized
the meditation based on users’ preferences.

Muse can detect the brain electrical activity and transforms it into a sound
understandable experience. The app can turn the brain waves into noise, oscillation,
non-periodic characteristics among others. It allows the user to control the experience in
real time
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Figure 6. Muse headband

Figure 7 Muse application menu
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3.1 Freyja Sewell
Freyja Sewell is an English artist whose
interest is to explore isolation in a
sculptural way. One of the problems
that she points out is the increase in
psychiatric disorders as a result of
social pressure. First, build some fabric
capsules that allow a private and
intimate space in public spaces.

Figure 8 Isolation

Figure 9 installation

Figure 10 Instalation
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Figure 11 The Mind mirror.

Figure 12 The mind mirror

3.2 Fabulous
It is an application to motivated users improve healthy habits for well-being. Its ‘values
are to help people keep motivated by installing healthy habits and routines into life. It
has a component of coaching whereas help users to identify where they are stuck and
customized a plan for them to move step by step to unlock the full potential. It has a
really nice and calm surface which also invite to dream.
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Figure 13 Fabulous

3.3 Soneiro Collective

Figure 14 Soneiro Collective
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It is a collective that facilitated sound trainings, yoga, and meditation retreats. In addition
to mindfulness for businesses and mindfulness experiences. It is a project to explore
consciousness through the combination of music, meditation and yoga. Its values are:
•

personal growth, collective awareness

•

Drive to create sustainable experiences.

SECTION 4. Methodology
4.1 Methodological Approach
The research main problem was to find an innovative way in which, from a design
perspective, knowledge of meditation as an alternative medicine tool could be share
with people. These, in order to support society in its fight over mental health disorders
as depression, anxiety and stress. And promote the calm, the empathy, the
empowerment, the collectivity and the selfconfidence. As technology and innovation are
implicit in our reality, society needs to learn how to use it properly in order to create
solutions to future needs taken into account the human component. It is important to
highlight that a more information, more data about meditation was found. Besides, I truly
believe that without the scientific evidence of meditation benefits most of the
technological approaches weren’t possible.

The Data collection to answer the question and developed this memory were in a first
place secondary quantitively sources from scientific papers. In second place, primary
qualitative research was done through some design thinking as role play technic, the 5
whys, the empathy map, a mind map among others. Finally, secondary quality
information from the comparison between different resources and the contrast of
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opposite ideas. This information was collected from other studies, audios, books and
videos among others.

4.2 Methods of Data Collection
The criteria of the data collection were based on the approach each article or source
made of the subject; it was also taken into account the origin of the study. I was mainly
interested in information of Europe.

Regarding to the used tools, in a first place it was necessary to have access to the
information, he necessary to draw, take notes of every idea as well as draw some sketches
from the very first idea. Finally, the programs to make the prototypes as rhino and
illustrator. Related to the information the select method was compare and contrast the
information I was collecting to see how suitable it was for the project.

4.3 Methods of Analysis
As it was mention before, it was mainly a process of compare and contrast ideas from
different backgrounds all related with the key words. However, I also discuss the idea
with some colleges from the different backgrounds including marketing, yoga,
meditation, artists, designers and user experience designers.

4.4 Methodological Choices
The project sought in addition to its objective, to gather my interests as a person. For
this reason, I understood the process as an opportunity to make real an idea that I hoped
would be genuine and honest with my interests. Because of this, much of the process
had an individual nature and tools that were within my reach.
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Other research methods may require a little more time and probably a monetary
investment from my part as I don’t count with the necessary tools the make it. For this
reason, I preferred to choose to analyze secondary sources of quantitively studies that
had been carried out in a more scientific and perhaps even entrepreneurial environment.

At this point I find that the research questions were satisfactorily resolved as well as the
research objectives. The research allowed me to found new ways in which the areas of
interest on which I base the whole project (Design, innovation, technology, art,
neuroscience and service to society) come together.

This approach to the matter of meditation as a means of prevention, cure and treatment
against psychiatric disorders contributes to the generation of new knowledge because it
takes into account the current context. It genuinely invites us to think about design,
innovation and technological advances from a more humane place.

SECTION 5. Results: OMMIE HOMMIE
5.1 Product Description
It is a wearable gadget that promotes meditation as a preventive measure against mental
health disorders such as depression and anxiety. It has been designed in order to
motivate people to start a meditation training, demystifying this practice and making it
available to any type of public.

Ommie Hommie is inspired by the "magical" power of a totem and the importance of
believing in “your own power”. It works as a remainder of collectivity, self-esteem, and
empowerment of life circumstances. It is designed to be understood as a close friend
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who is with you all the time. Its intention is to overcome the feeling of loneliness mental
ill patients or anyone going through a difficult time may have.

Today, technology is implicit in everything around us. Technology has been an invention
of man in order to serve him and achieve some social development. Nowadays, it is
possible the unimaginable years ago. However, in many cases technology needs us to
achieve its goal. Ommie is not an exception.

Ommie needs a partner, and needs to accompany whoever needs company. These in
order to fulfill its life goal. As mentioned previously, since the immersion of computers
at homes and the arrival of the internet, people began to manifest to feel lonelly as well
as a higher level of stress (which also causes depression). Over time, this has increased.
Now it is not only thanks to the use of the internet but also due to the invention of social
networks and the immediate access to information.

A study was done in whit 200 workers (Klapperich, Laschke, & Hassenzahl, 2018).They
were asked what stressed them out and what made them feel calm.Among the responses
of what stressed them were: the devices with a screen, the vibration or sound of cell
phones, alarms, the sound of WhatsApp, a lot of noise and the overwhelming number of
daily tasks.

On the other hand, among the responses to what kept them calm was find listening to
music, closing their eyes, writing, seeing family, cooking, being outdoors, meeting
friends, physical activity, among others. When proposing a design that aim to has a
positive impact on potential users and in the society, this information is essential (M. A.
Desmet & E. Pohlmeyer, 2013).
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Many studies show that around 300 million people in the world suffer or have suffered
from depression (Ministerio de Sanidad, 2017). Ommie has been designed in order to
accompany these people to overcome their illness, but also with the desire to help
prevent the appearance of possible patients with any of these psychiatric disorders.

With Ommie you would be able to meditate with someone while overcoming that feeling
of loneliness. It is a meditation coach that you can personalize by giving it a name. Its
mission is to remind you that you are not alone and that you can cope with any situation
that you propose. Ommie promotes brain training so potential users can have the
benefits of it. It can be mention some: greater ability to cope with problems, increased
attention, decreased blood pressure, temperature stabilizer among others.

Ommie is synchronized with an application that is compatible with both: mobiles and
any electronic screen device. User will be able to customize the time in which the
meditation practice suits the better. Ommie will be able to measure the changes in your
blood pressure and pulse in each meditation session to let the user track its own
progress. Due to the actual context of the world pandemic, Ommie can connect to other
ommies in distance to have a colective meditation

Through a sensor system that stimulates your senses, Ommie will generate a warm
temperature when the meditation session begins. This, to give you a sense of company
and security. Besides through the application the user can synchronize the ommie so it
will know what to do and how. In this section, users can choose the rhythm of the breath,
if they want mantras, if are a beginner, intermediate or advanced practitioner or if prefer
to meditated with open eyes.
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5.2 Prototype

lightly eyes that turn on
if you want to have an
open-eyed meditation
or if you are a beginner.

Figure 15Ommi frontal

4 sensors to measure
-blood pressure.
-body temperature.
-the level of oxygen in the blood.
-the heart rates.

Ommie is initially elaborated with
plastic that allows you to feel the
vibrations and heat it emits.

Figure 16 Ommie background
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Figure 17 Ommie Hommie app mock up

SECTION 6. Conclusions
To be conclude, the actual world needs more conscious human beings, people who
know how to set healthy limits and live with technological advances. It is important to
learn to use them and not to let them unbalance us. Development, is not just the
technology and the innovative ideas but being able to used it properly.

During my learning process, it has been interesting to understand design from different
perspectives. This new income allowed me to expand my concepts and look at the
project from another perspective. Among the learnings that the project leaves me, I
would highlight the issue of time and resources management to solve obstacles that
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arise. To face them and start again allowed me to expand my concepts and look at the
project from another perspective.

Throughout the creative process, I had many doubts about the quality of the project.
Initially Ommie was going to be a collective work method to combat stress in
organizations, then it wanted to be a podcast, then I didn't know what it would be. All
these doubts were problematic at that time, but above all because they also required an
investment of time until they were discarded.

I truly believe that in a design process it is also important to give value to all those ideas
that “were not” or that remained at a point without being further developed.

Questioning yourself as a professional and in life is very important for any type of growth.
In a personal way, the project process has been much more enriching than the proposal
itself. The development of this project was a long process since I could not find a way to
combine an idea as subjective as meditation from technology and innovation.
I was largely unsure of its outcome, which is why on many occasions I felt unmotivated.

However, the research process allowed me to collect the necessary information to learn
about other projects of the same nature that have been possible to carry out.

This is my first project thought from design, and as such my goal was to create something
that could also be functional in real life.
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It is important to mention that one of the major weaknesses of the project is the lack of
research on materials, their properties and self-sustainability processes. However, this is
contemplated to be done in the medium term.

Last but not least, The project was supported by experts in meditation and yoga, people
with depression and a designer. All of them guided me so that today there was a first
version of ommie.

Currently, the project is being contemplated by a start-up of investors who want to make
a real prototype to be tested in the population with the disorders described throughout
this document.
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